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Overview: 

Windy Hill Sanctuary, located at the south eastern end of Great Barrier Island, is currently protecting 
620ha of native bush and wildlife. 300 Goodnature A24 Rat and Stoat traps have been installed into the 

Big Windy block (Fig. 1) and were fitted with Goodnature ALP’s (Auto Lure Pumps) in August 2016. 

Rodent tracking tunnel monitoring undertaken at various times in the Big Windy block have come back at 
levels of 24% - January 2016 pre A24, 24% - April following A24 setup and 20% - July 2016.  While 

these numbers will still allow conservation outcomes to be achieved, a review of the network was 

undertaken at the request of the Windy Hill Rosalie Bay Catchment Trust, to highlight possible 

improvements that would help reduce rodent numbers in the Big Windy block.  

The review was not required to look into mechanical reliability as constant monitoring of the traps in the 

network by the Windy Hill Rosalie Bay Catchment Trust have assured them that traps are functioning 

correctly.  

Network Non-Conformities: 

The following are observations taken from the site visit on the 27-28th of October 2016. They are not to 

be taken as criticisms of the Windy Hill Rosalie Bay Catchment Trust project. 

1. Incorrect Static Lure Use -  Prior to install of the ALP’s the procedure for the static lure bottles 

was incorrect. Correct procedure is to tap lure out of the bottles until fresh lure is present. Not 

tapping old lure out meant that the lure in the network would have become unattractive and 
rodents would have become uninterested with t2he device and the population would have 

increased, putting more demand onto the ALP’s once installed. 
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2. ALPs not activated. - A small number of ALP’s had been installed that had not been activated on 
install. This had resulted in lure becoming unattractive due to the device not dispensing correctly. 



This is likely to reduce rodent interaction with a Goodnature A24.  Goodnature recommends that 
care is taken when installing ALP’s to ensure that correct procedure is followed and the device is 

active before leaving the trap site. 

Network Success : 

1. Trap maintenance. – Goodnature’s best practice trap maintenance is being followed by the Windy 

Hill ground team. This has led to very low trap reliability issues across the network.

 

2. Ground team. - The current team maintaining the network is efficient and willing to develop and 
alter their methods in order to achieve the best conservation outcomes. Information had been 

disseminated to all involved in the day-to-day ground operations of the Windy Hill Sanctuary.  

Network Opportunities For Improvement:

1. Tracking tunnels. - To remove any potential sources of bias through the project area, the tracking 

tunnel placement should be reviewed. As per the recommendations in the Department of 

Conservation Tracking Tunnel Guide v2.5.2 “when determining the direction the tunnel line runs, 

avoid running lines entirely along geographic features” e.g. ridgelines (Gillies et. al.). They 
should also be situated in the project area where they will not be influenced by re-invasion from 

non-control areas on the boundary.  

2. Pre-feed. - With rodent monitoring levels higher than desired, a round of Goodnature pre-feeding 
of the network would help entice rodents back to the traps. 

3. Trap height. -  The network has been established with Banded Rails in mind. As a result, this has 

meant that the traps have been set higher than 120mm as Goodnature recommends for an A24 
network.  Banded Rail are predominantly found in wetland areas, so consideration needs to be 

given to the likelihood of a Banded Rail coming across a Goodnature A24 in the Big Windy 



block. Upon review, this risk is perceived as minimal and therefore lowering the network to 
120mm to increasing rodent interaction is valuable.  

4. Trap placement. - Site selection and placement of traps can be improved to ensure easier rodent 

interaction with the traps. Correct trap mounting and setting is more effective than exact 50m 
network spacing. I recommend repositioning traps mounted on Pongas to a more robust tree (and 

more likely a food source) where possible and keeping the traps either vertical or tilted back 

slightly to allow rodents to gain access easily. 

Fig. 1, Windy Hill Project Areas.



Fig. 2, Windy Hill, Rat Tracking Tunnels


